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Abstract
Over the past decade, investments in agricultural and food technology startups have grown to previously unknown dimensions.
Mushrooming agri-food tech startups that promise to solve critical issues in the agri-food system through technological innovation are increasingly perceived as an attractive new investment opportunity for venture capitalists and investors. This paper
investigates how digital agri-food technologies are narrated, constructed, and promoted for financial investment. Through
qualitative content analysis of agri-food tech industry reports, articles, and commentaries we trace the logic, rationales, and
narratives of this most recent investment rush, and reveal its immanent techno-finance fixes. We conceptualize the agri-food
imaginaries produced within the agri-food tech discourse as financialized imaginaries, and argue that they are specifically
tailored to construct, incentivize, and legitimize this new agri-food tech space for financial investment. In their attempt to
raise money from investors, venture capital firms further fuel this development by discursively creating an ‘agri-food tech
investment rush’—similar to the land and gold rushes of the past. Investments in agri-food tech startups, however, are presented to investors as both a profitable investment opportunity as well as a moral obligation, allowing for food production
to cope with neo-malthusian and environmental threats. This paper contributes to our understanding of digitization as a
socio-technical project, which includes the active envisioning and promotion of desirable agri-food futures.
Keywords Agri-food tech · Imaginaries · Financialization · Digitization · Venture capital · Technology

Introduction
If we believe the recent agri-food tech talk, we are currently
‘on the cusp of a global food revolution’ (UBS 2019, p. 8).
Agri-food tech entrepreneurs and venture capitalists are
eager to let us know that in the near future virtually nothing about our food system will remain the same, as novel
and innovative technologies disrupt every single aspect of
how we produce, distribute, and consume food. When diving
into the glossy reports of the agri-food tech industry, loaded
with tables, graphs, and narratives about a more sustainable
and prosperous food system, we learn that the agricultural
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industry ‘is about to be disrupted and will transform into a
high-tech industry’ (Monitor Deloitte 2016, p. 4) with technological innovations changing ‘the very fundamentals of
how, where, and when we grow food’ (UBS 2019, p. 39).
The projected change ‘from agriculture to agtech’ is touted
as no less than leading to a ‘millennial shift from family
farms to smart “food factories”’ (Monitor Deloitte 2016, p.
4), which also means that the ‘food we eat and the beverages
we drink today may not be the same as those tomorrow’
(UBS 2019, p. 14).
Indeed, over the past decade, the digitization of agri-food
has picked up pace rapidly, and investments in new digital
agricultural and food technology startups have grown to
previously unknown dimensions. The annual investment in
agri-food tech startups increased from US$ 2.9 billion in
2012 to US$ 26.1 billion in 2020 (AgFunder 2021). Agrifood tech startups are mushrooming and promise solutions
to a host of critical issues in the food system, ranging from
‘climate change to plastic pollution to inhumane treatment
of animals’ (Fairbairn and Guthman 2020, p. 587; see also
Schneider 2018; Fairbairn et al. 2022). In their attempt to
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raise money from investors, agri-food tech startups and venture capital firms fuel this development by discursively creating an ‘agtech investment rush’, suggesting that the time
for ‘disruption’ is now. Such investments are presented as
both a profitable investment opportunity as well as a moral
obligation, allowing for food production to cope with neomalthusian and environmental threats. How can we make
sense of this recent agri-food tech hype, and the agri-food
narratives and imaginaries of food futures it produces?
To answer this question, this paper investigates how
startup companies, venture capital investment firms, and
tech entrepreneurs discursively construct new technologydriven agri-food imaginaries. Embedded within the broader
‘financial culture’ of venture capital, startups, and technological entrepreneurialism these agri-food imaginaries can be conceptualized as financialized imaginaries, as
they present current agri-food challenges and their desirable food future counterparts in ways that specifically target
financial investors. Following Eve Chiapello, we consider
the construction of these agri-food imaginaries as part of
ongoing financialization, understood ‘as a specific process
of transforming the world, objects, organizations and the
problems we encounter, by the introduction of “financialized” practices, theories and instruments’ (Chiapello 2020,
p. 81). Advancing financialization includes particular discursive ways of representing the world, constructing problems, suggesting solutions, and creating expectations, which
are grounded in, and speak to, financial economic logics
and needs. These discursive constructions, we suggest, also
entail and produce certain imaginaries of the world or, to
borrow from Jasanoff’s notion of sociotechnical imaginaries,
‘visions of desirable futures’ (Jasanoff 2015, p. 322).1 The
crucial role of imagination, narration, and storytelling in
finance has been well established in social studies of finance
and cultural economy approaches (e.g. Beckert and Bronk
2018; Komporozos-Athanasiou and Fotaki 2020; Tarim
2012; Tsing 2000; Vint 2019). Drawing on this scholarship,
we hold that the imaginaries of food produced in the proliferating agri-food tech discourse are specifically tailored
to construct, incentivize, and legitimize this new space for
financial investment.
Following this observation, this paper makes three main
points. First, we argue that while the exaggerated agri-food
tech language of superlatives, disruptions, and revolutions
is rather novel in agri-food, it is far from uncommon within

1
We draw on Jasanoff, who defines ‘sociotechnical imaginaries’ as
‘collectively held, institutionally stabilized, and publicly performed
visions of desirable futures’ (Jasanoff 2015, p. 322). While the imaginaries of food futures identified in this paper are publicly performed,
their institutionalization is arguably still in the making. The ‘collective’ that holds these imaginaries might at this point mostly be
restricted to the members of the broader agri-food tech scene.
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the startup and venture capital scene. Rather, these rhetorical strategies are prominent features of startup and venture
capital discourses, such as the cleantech or bio economy
discourses (Goldstein 2018; Lafontaine et al. 2021; Hogarth
2017; Knuth 2017). The discursive construction of agri-food
technologies follows familiar strategies of what Anna Tsing
described as ‘conjuring capital’ (Tsing 2000). Faced with
a lack of quantifiable facts—usually considered the ‘hard
currency’ of financial investment—entrepreneurs and investors recourse to the art of narration and spectacle to create
‘affective experiences’ (Hellman 2020, p. 106) for investors,
that appeal to their emotions and moral missions.
Secondly, while the emerging literature engaged with
agri-food tech has notably pointed to its entrepreneurial
visions (Schneider 2018), its inherent ‘solutionism’, ‘technological fixes’, and ‘technology treadmills’ (Fairbairn and
Guthman 2020; Reisman 2021; Bronson and Sengers 2022),
as well as ‘promissory narratives’ and ‘non-disruptive disruptions’ (Guthman and Biltekoff 2020; Sexton et al. 2019;
Stephens and Ruivenkamp 2016), we emphasize the financial character underlying the agri-food tech discourse, which
has remained underinvestigated (for a recent exception see
Fairbairn et al. 2022).2 Startups and venture capital firms
pursue financial business models focused on ‘pitching’ their
growth potential and missions to investors. Startup and venture capital’s constructions of the world and their ways to
identify problems, suggest solutions, and provide moral justifications, we argue, can only be adequately understood if
their inherent financial logics and argumentative strategies
are brought into focus. This paper points to the financial
character of the mushrooming agri-food tech scene and
identifies the food imaginaries it produces as inextricably
intertwined with its particular financial culture. Rather than
solely trying to technologically ‘fix’ the food system, the
agri-food tech scene promotes a ‘techno-finance fix’ (Morgan 2018), where the food system is sought to be ‘fixed’
through both technological progress and financialized means
of technology development and profit-making from these
technologies.
Lastly, we contend that the recent ‘agri-food tech hype’
needs to be examined in the broader context of the financialization of agri-food. Stepping out of its traditional function of providing farmers and agriculture with capital, over the past decade finance has gained a new role in the agri-food system and
has started to reshape the power relations between agri-food
actors. From agricultural derivatives trading and index-based
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In their discourse analysis of precision agriculture (PA) discourses
more generally, Duncan et al. (2021, p. 1187) recently came to a similar conclusion, namely that ‘PA is re-inventing itself to attract investment for new devices that promise revolutionary advances in farming’.
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agricultural insurances to the construction of agriculture based
asset classes and the promotion of new farmer subjectivities,
financial logics and rationalities have started to alter global
agri-food relationships in profound ways (e.g. Clapp 2014;
Fairbairn 2014, 2020; Larder et al. 2018; Bjørkhaug et al.
2018; Ouma 2020a). To these areas of the financialization of
agri-food, this paper adds the aspect of financialized imaginaries as a particular financialized way of both (re-)imagining
and thereby bringing about food futures. Recognizing the agrifood imaginaries produced in the agri-food tech discourse as
financialized imaginaries is important in order to take them
for what they are—not real-life, ‘everyday’ scenarios of our
food future but rhetorical means to attract investment for this
new investment space.
With this focus, this paper contributes to our understanding of digitization as a socio-technical project, where digitization is discursively advanced via the production of powerful
visions of the future and appears as the space of the ‘collective enunciation of a joint desire’ (Forney and Dwiartama, this
issue). We explore the project character of the agri-food tech
discourse specifically in regard to its interplay with Forney and
Dwiartama’s notion of ‘everyday digitization’, which points
to the domestication of, and everyday experience with, digital
technologies. We argue that while the everyday is seemingly
absent—and arguably even needs to be concealed—within the
digitization project, the project itself entails as well as produces its very own, peculiar ‘everyday-ness’.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section depicts the ‘financial cultures’ of startups and
venture capital firms as crucial actors within the emerging
agri-food tech scene. We then sketch out our methodology
and give some background information on key actors we
investigated as part of our discourse analysis. This is followed by a presentation of the narratives and imaginaries
employed within the agri-food tech discourse in which food
is produced for finance. We identify five key elements in this
discourse: (1) the construction of a ‘problem’, namely the
food system in crisis; and (2) its counterpart, the suggestion
of a technologically driven ‘solution’; which is (3) simultaneously presented as an investment opportunity (‘technofinance fix’); (4) reinforced by the creation of an ‘agri-food
tech investment rush’; and combined with (5) moral incentives. We conclude by reflecting on the significance of these
agri-food imaginaries, and what they tell us about the interplay between ‘project’ and ‘everyday’ digitization.

Financial cultures of startups, venture
capital, and tech entrepreneurialism
Finance can be understood as an industry that produces,
collects, and distributes money (Ortiz 2020, p. 5). Being
made up of different companies, institutions, and actors,

who pursue multiple aims and operate across various jurisdictions, financial practices differ depending on the social
setting. At the same time, finance represents a space of
increasingly standardized procedures, methods, and forms
of knowledge regarding the production, collection, and distribution of money, which have reached ‘relative uniformity’ across the industry (Ortiz 2020, pp. 5–6). Startups, venture capital, and tech entrepreneurialism occupy a distinct
space—and form part of a particular ‘financial culture’—
within the broader financial industry, which share broader
principles of financial capitalism as well as exhibit their very
own practices, norms, and moralities. Understanding the
specific ‘financial culture’ of the emerging agriculture and
food tech scene is critical to assess the imaginaries, visions,
and solutions its actors are currently suggesting for the agrifood system. By speaking of the ‘financial culture’ we do
not intend to reify the problematic and essentializing notion
of ‘culture’. Rather, we use the notion of ‘financial culture’
here to point to a broader set of shared practices as well as a
particular self-image and ethos shared by people and institutions involved in this space (Ho 2009, p. 6; see also Pryke
and du Gay 2007; Zaloom 2006). These, we suggest, produce particular engagements with, and approaches to, food
and food futures, which deserve critical examination. This
section sketches out the business model of the startup and
the investment models of venture capital and impact investment to identify some core elements of this financial culture.
Startups are companies in their initial or early business
stages. They concentrate on the development of a single
product or service they believe is of value or in demand,
and which they seek to bring to market, but lack capital to do
so (investopedia, nd). Startup entrepreneurs are thus focused
on ‘pitching’ the growth potential of their product or service
to different funders, such as venture capitalists, angel and
impact investors, or other private individuals. This focus on
rapid and scalable growth is a key feature of startups, which,
in the words of startup ‘guru’ Steve Blank, makes a startup
‘a temporary organization designed to search for a repeatable
and scalable business model’ (Ready 2012). Startups seek to
generate ‘big returns’ for their investors by aiming at being
bought by larger companies, becoming a public company
via IPO (initial public offering), or direct stock exchange
listing. Another key feature of startups is their ‘disruptive
moral ambition of doing something new or novel, of solving
a particular problem, and bringing about meaningful change:
‘A successful start up typically wants to solve a problem and
make the world a better place’ (McGowan 2018).
English-Lueck, who studied the emerging Silicon Valley
startup scene and its ‘ecosystem’ of incubators, accelerators, and pitches, described their ‘entrepreneurial cultures’ as
revolving around ‘techno-optimism’ and ‘technolust’ (English-Lueck 2017, p. 98/39). In this community, she writes,
‘technology takes on a heroic role’, the future is seen through
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‘a rose-colored technological lens’, and the production of
technology is considered ‘a moral mission’ which even gains
a degree of spirituality (English-Lueck 2017, p. 98/39).
Social entrepreneurship, venture philanthropy, and humanitarian design are further important components of this scene,
which she identifies as ‘manifestations of intentional social
change’: ‘Actors in this realm are more deliberately “changing the world” by applying the processes of design thinking,
rapid deployment, and careful monitoring and reinvention
to social issues ranging from poverty to housing’ (EnglishLueck 2017, p. 9).
The self-presentation of tech entrepreneurship as a neutral
and meritocratic economic field, however, does not necessarily correspond with reality, as Kelman (2018) argues.
She concludes that rising to the top of the startup ecosystem often requires financial and cultural capital so that the
resources successful tech entrepreneurs were able to mobilize become a matter of socioeconomic privilege. In a similar vein, Pfeilstetter finds that the lofty rhetoric of sharing,
community, or collaboration employed by startup and tech
entrepreneurs is rather covering up market competition, selfinterest, and its promotion by lobbyists, corporations and
the state. Manchester’s startup community, he argues, works
as a ‘discursive tool’ to effectively communicate business
information and achieve publicity, attention, legitimacy, and
success:
‘The habit of portraying any event as successful, the need
to document success online through measuring and statistics, the real-estate business capitalizing on the image of the
NQ [Manchester’s Northern Quarter] as an entrepreneurial
place or the constant ambivalence between competitive selfpromotion and unconstrained self-realization at events, show
that the “startup community” is also a market place and an
advertising platform’ (Pfeilstetter 2017, p. 12).
In addition to capital from private individuals (such as
family or friends), the business model of startups is to attract
investment from venture capitalists as well as, more recently,
so called ‘impact’ and ‘angel’ investors. Venture capital is a
form of financial capital specialized in providing capital to
startups and other small companies considered as showing
potential for exponential growth. This focus on exponential
growth is part of venture capital’s portfolio strategy (Hellman 2020, p. 109). Usually, investments are spread across
many startups with the hope that at least one company will
show the enormous success that outweighs other mediocre
investments or failures. This ‘hits business’ or ‘long tail
distribution of pay-offs’ is what sets venture capital investment apart from other forms of investment (Nicholas 2019,
p. 1). From its origins in investments by wealthy individuals venture capital is now undertaken by specialized firms
and represents a large scale and impactful part of entrepreneurial finance (Nicholas 2019, p. 3). Venture capital firms
raise capital and then channel it into startups on behalf of
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their investors (e.g. pension funds, university endowments,
insurance companies; called ‘limited partners’). They thus
intermediate between investors and startups, for which they
receive an annual management fee and a ‘carried interest’ (a
share of the profits generated) (Nicholas 2019, p. 2).
Venture capital’s financial strategy on rapidly growing
risky startups combines with a particularly enthusiastic and
optimistic language and ethos, as well as with features such
as ‘speculative valuations’ and ‘gut judgements’ (Hellman
2020, p. 99). Based on his research on the nascent cleantech
scene of New York City in the mid-2000s, Goldstein finds
that:
‘Venture capitalists present themselves as adventuresome,
risk-taking pioneers, operating at the cutting edge of technological innovation and driving the motor of progress. In the
field of cleantech, this self-image becomes closely linked to
technological salvation—by investing in the most innovative,
most “disruptive” clean technologies, venture capitalists are
working to reshape our world, to commercialize the technosocial foundations of a better, cleaner economy.’ (Goldstein
2018, p. 96).
Thus, in line with the ethos of the startup culture identified above, venture capitalists exhibit similar moral imperatives, as they seek to transform life on this planet and like to
imagine themselves as ‘world-makers’ and ‘entrepreneurial
spirits who want to make an impact-beyond-capital’ (Goldstein 2018, p. 96). However, he concludes, more often than
not these ambitions and moral aspirations are abandoned
due to the factual constraints posed by fiduciary responsibilities, which posit the maximization of profit as the first and
undisputed priority.
Over the past two decades, these forms of ‘risky’ investments have further diversified with the emergence of ‘impact
investing’ and so called ‘angel’ investors. Impact investing
seeks ‘more than financial returns’ by having a measurable
impact on specific public, social, or environmental issues
(Chiapello and Knoll 2020; Langley 2020). Promising both
social and financial gains, impact investors can be seen as
representing ‘the financial face of philanthro-capitalism’
(Langley 2020, p. 337). Angel investors in turn invest at the
early stages of a company and can be both conventional or
impact investors. As opposed to venture capitalists, angel
investors are wealthy individuals who are not professional
financiers and invest their own money without any fiduciary
obligations (Hellman 2020). Considered rather ‘unsophisticated’ by venture capital firms, this new group of investors
‘find [in startup investment] a wide-open field to engage in
an exciting activity—to wield a bit of influence, offer advice,
and get close to the apparent heartbeat of innovation’ (Hellman 2020, p. 101).
In recent years, a broad variety of both conventional and
impact investors have started to engage with agri-food tech,
and set up venture capital funds specifically dedicated to
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investments into startup companies emerging within this
space. As this particular entrepreneurial and financial culture discovers agri-food, what kind of food narratives does
it produce? How do venture capitalists and startup companies construct imaginaries of food and food futures for their
investors? Below, after outlining our methodology, we will
illustrate these questions based on our empirical material.

Methodology
To critically analyze the agri-food tech discourse, this paper
draws on investment and industry reports, self-presentations,
and thought pieces produced by the leading actors of the
agri-food tech investment space. We determined leadership
by the actors’ visibility within and outside of this space.
We examined reports and brochures of agri-food tech actors
and promoters, analyzed the websites of startups and venture capital firms operating in the agri-food tech space, and
closely followed the media coverage of the sector, including industry newsletters and reports, podcasts, and publicly
available discussion rounds and interviews with investors
and entrepreneurs. We also attended one major industry
event as well as various ‘demo days’, webinars, and pitch
sessions in which startups presented their business model
to potential investors. Due to COVID-19 restrictions these
events were held online and were open to the public. One
key actor in the field is the venture capital firm AgFunder
(agfunder.com). Silicon Valley based, AgFunder was
founded in 2013 to invest specifically in agriculture and
food technologies. With its annual investment reports on
the industry, newsletters, and hosted events, the firm and its
media outlet AgFunderNews is a major driver of the agrifood tech space, setting the tone for new trends as well as
writing the sector’s history. Further examples are venture
capital firms such as SVG Ventures, s2g ventures, or Finistere Ventures. We included these firms in our analysis
because they are listed among the most active accelerator funds and venture capital fund managers in the sector
determined by the number of companies they have invested
in (AgFunder 2021). Additionally, we analyzed industry
reports from major consultant companies (e.g. Monitor and
Deloitte) and banks (e.g. UBS), which also report about
investment opportunities and trends in the sector.
We used the qualitative data analysis software MaxQDA
to code and analyze our data following critical discourse
analysis (Fairclough 2010). Our analysis has further been
informed by the insights gained during ongoing empirical
research on the emerging agri-food tech industries in the
Netherlands (Dolinga) and California (Sippel). With regard
to geographical representations, it should be noted that our
data largely stems from Global North contexts, with main
actors being based in North America, Europe, or Israel. The

agri-food tech imaginaries presented in this paper can thus
more precisely be identified as agri-food tech imaginaries
originating from the Global North. Even if Northern entrepreneurial and financial actors often perceive themselves and
their visions as ‘global’ (Ho 2005), which also applies to
the actors investigated here, important regional differences
exist (Wahome and Graham 2020). Our focus on the Global
North is, however, reflective of the geographical spread of
the agri-food tech industry. Although there has been some
geographical diversification in recent years (with China
and Latin America becoming more prominent regions), in
terms of investment activity the agri-food tech scene is still
largely concentrated in the Global North, with the United
States, and California in particular, dominating the sector
(AgFunder 2021).

Constructing food for finance
In this section, we demonstrate how the emerging agri-food
tech scene narratively constructs food for finance. Five main
rhetoric elements can be found in this discourse. First, there
is the presentation of a ‘food system in crisis’, establishing
the need for immediate action for food system change. We
further identify a ‘techno’ and a ‘finance fix’ as solutions
for this crisis, which, as ‘techno-finance fix’ combine technological solutions with financial investment opportunities.
Fourth, we argue that there is an ‘agri-food tech investment
rush’ reminiscent of previous ‘rushes’, such as the ‘land
rush’ of 2010. Fifth, and lastly, we suggest that agri-food
tech investments are bound up with a moral discourse of
‘doing well while doing good’.

The problem: a food system in crisis
One of the key operations within financialization is what
Chiapello (2020, p. 85) identifies as ‘problematization’,
namely ‘operations through which things and activities are
redefined as questions of investment’. Relying on discursive
and ideological work, problematization includes the relabeling and conceptual reframing of issues (e.g. as investment, return, risks), and the establishment of something as
a problem that needs to be solved. This is then followed by a
suggestion of the appropriate type of ‘solution’ to this problem: ‘elements of the situations concerned must be presented
as an investment problem, for example under-investment
requiring support from financial investors’ (Chiapello 2020,
p. 85). Problematization is a prominent theme within the
agri-food tech discourse. Virtually every report, brochure,
or webinar starts with an assessment of the ‘status quo’ of
the food system to then come to the unanimous diagnosis
that we are faced with a system in crisis. This diagnosis, as
such, is shared by critical food scholars and activists. Tanja
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Schneider (2018), for instance, finds similarities between the
agri-food tech discourse and the positions voiced by alternative food networks and NGOs in regard to environmental
issues and questions of sustainability. The reasons identified
for, and the solutions proposed to engage with, this crisis,
however, differ substantially. In the agri-food tech discourse,
the food crisis is usually grounded in the increasing demand
for food due to a growing global population on the one hand
and changing dietary patterns on the other:
‘The population is growing at approximately 77.6 million per year, and it is expected to reach nearly 10 billion
by 2050. At the same time, the middle class is expected to
double by 2030. And as incomes rise people spend more on
food (Engel’s law) and eat more animal protein (8 pounds of
grains are needed for 1 pound of beef). To meet the demand
for food, fuel and fiber from a growing and increasingly
affluent population, experts predict that we will need to double global crop production over the next 35 years’ (Leclerc
and Tilney 2015).
Following Malthusian logic, the increase in food demand
from a growing and more affluent world population is translated into a production challenge. These ‘food logics’—food
is a necessity, population growth means food insecurity will
continue to grow, and dietary habits are changing towards
increasingly animal protein-based diets—were a common
narrative used to rationalize and legitimize long-term investment in food production for investors in the land rush discourse (Fairbairn 2014; Larder et al. 2015). The difference in
the agri-food tech discourse is that only the fact that ‘people
need to eat’ does not turn food into a good investment as
increasing productivity is in itself presented as problematic:
‘We are approaching the tipping point. As the population
continues to grow, the food systems [are] becoming less
viable for consumers and the planet’ (AgriNovus Indiana
2019, March 15). The current food system is seen as unsustainable and inefficient to a degree that expanding it further
will come at the price of ‘potentially devastating costs’:
‘The current agricultural business model has to take some
responsibility for the untenable state of affairs today. In their
quest to produce ever more food, farmers have been incentivized to disregard environmental costs, leading to a depletion of biodiversity, pollinators (e.g. bees) and soil health,
as well as the social costs associated with scarce resources
like water and energy’ (UBS 2019, p. 11).
As ‘we are nearing the world’s natural limits’ (UBS 2019,
p. 11), increasing food production to the requested levels
is simply not possible: current agricultural systems are
unsustainable and inefficient; the advances from the Green
Revolution and mechanization are exhausted; and rates of
yield production are trending negatively (e.g. CPT Capital,
n.d.). Sustainability pressures, environmental degradation,
scarce resources, and climate change are all mentioned as
further negatively impacting food production. Moreover,
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climate change induced water scarcities, pests, and diseases
are predicted to result in considerable productivity loss—but
unfortunately, current solutions are ‘either toxic to people
and the environment or ineffective. So there really has to
be something done’ (AgFunder 2020a, August 8). These
inefficiencies of the current food system are not limited to
food production alone. Also food waste is identified as a
‘major economic and environmental issue’ (UBS 2019, p.
28). Lastly, the pandemic is presented as having shone a
light on the critical issues our food system is facing, from
disruptions of global supply chains and logistics networks
to labor issues, tons of food being wasted to increasing
food insecurity and food nationalism (S2G 2020a, p. 2). In
short, as AgFunder’s Co-Founder Michal Dean puts it in an
online investor webinar: ‘It’s a really, really bad situation at
the moment and things are going to get worse’ (AgFunder
2020a, August 8).
Given the urgency and planetary scale of the problem,
how can our food system be ‘saved’? As mentioned above,
problematization, as an important part of financialization,
also includes the identification of an appropriate ‘solution’
to the problem. These solutions need to be made ‘tangible’
by giving ‘embodiment’ to the suggested visions. ‘Tangibilization’ usually involves the production of knowledge and
expertise about the new area of investment, such as its qualities and risks, as well as some form of quantification, such
as figures and models that lend ‘credibility to the theory
that they are worthy of investment’ (Chiapello 2020, p. 86).
Problematization and tangibilization work closely together:
‘Thanks to problematization, special narratives using
the language of investment and its returns, of capital and
its risks, make thinkable the possibility of attracting financial actors and persuading them to finance what is underinvested. Thanks to the tangibilization work, it is then possible to identify what is worth investment, assign values, and
incorporate them into calculations’ (Chiapello 2020, p. 86).
How does tangibilization work, however, in a business
where there is little yet to quantify, and where the main selling point is the proclamation of future potential, the creation of an expectation? Faced with this challenge, startups
and venture capital resort to what Anna Tsing (2000) calls
the ‘self-conscious making of a spectacle’ as part of the
‘economy of appearances’: they ‘dramatize their dreams in
order to attract the capital they need to operate and expand’
(Tsing 2000, p. 118). Tangibilization as well as spectacular
dramatization and exaggeration are common features of the
agri-food tech discourse. Below, we first illustrate how the
‘spectacle’ is initiated by imaginaries of technologically enabled ‘bright and shiny’ food futures as a classical example of
a ‘techno fix’, that is to say the positioning of technologies
as solutions to social problems (Morozov 2013). We then
demonstrate that this techno fix is only one side of the coin,
as these techno-food futures are simultaneously touted as
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an investment opportunity, leading to what we identify as a
‘techno-finance-fix’.

The techno‑fix: techno‑food future imaginaries
In speculative enterprises, writes Tsing, profit must be
imagined before it can be extracted: ‘the possibility of economic performance must be conjured like a spirit to draw an
audience of potential investors’ (Tsing 2000, p. 118). Tsing
uses the term ‘conjuring’—‘to call forth spirits and to perform magical tricks’—to characterize the specific features
of entrepreneurial strategies where everyday performance
requirements are turned into ‘dramatic shows of potential’.
The term emphasizes the intentionality of the performance,
which, by making use of the charisma of the performer,
hopes to move the audience beyond the limits of rational
calculation: ‘Conjuring is supposed to call up a world more
dreamlike and sweeter than anything that exists; magic,
rather than strict description, calls capital’ (Tsing 2000, p.
120). We suggest that the first step of ‘conjuring capital’ in
the agri-food tech discourse is the depiction of technologically driven and enabled food futures that are described as
safer, healthier, and more sustainable than any food system
we have known so far. As much as the portrayal of our current agri-food system is one of crisis, thanks to ingenious
entrepreneurs who are not shying away from ‘moonshots’
in envisioning ‘out of the box’ technological innovations,
the future of food—as agri-food tech envisions it—is full of
hope and promise.
This food system of the future, we are promised, is
a ‘nutritious and accessible food system for everyone’
(AgFunder 2019, December 5), built on the principles of
healthiness and humaneness (Stray Dog Capital, n.d.), as
well as ‘sustainable production, equitable distribution, and
healthy consumption’ (Cultivian Sandbox, n.d.). This food
system is also of ‘greater sustainability, security and safety’
(Cultivian Sandbox, n.d.) and provides ‘healthy nutritious
food for all’ while ‘conserv[ing] our planet’s precious
resources for future generations’ (UBS 2019, p. 6). It will
be a ‘more innovative and resilient future food system’ (S2G
Ventures 2020a) that provides ‘affordable nutrients for 10
billion people, preserves and regenerates natural resources,
actively contributes to decarbonization and protects land and
ocean biodiversity’ (Astanor Ventures, n.d.).
This food future will be brought about by fusing physical,
digital, and biological technologies: ‘Only highly disruptive,
scalable new technology guided by a deep understanding of,
and respect for, nature will revolutionize the agrifood sector’
(Astanor Ventures, n.d.). ‘Widespread adoption of precision
technology’ will allow for farming to become ‘truly automated’ and ‘factory-like with robots on the ground as well as
in the air’ (UBS 2019, p. 33). Farming will increasingly take

place in controlled environments, with leafy greens, herbs,
and other fruit and vegetable innovations being grown in
vertical indoor or container formats (S2G Ventures 2020b).
Evidently, also the food of the future will look entirely different from today. Meat might come from the laboratory
instead of the country (UBS 2019, p. 14) and supermarket
shelves will be filled with plant-based alternatives to dairy
and ‘palatable all-vegan egg’ (Leclerc and Tilney 2015).
However, such substantial change will not be achieved
with only one innovation or product—what is needed is
rather a full makeover of the system (AgriNovus Indiana
2019, March 15). As the entire food system model has to be
remade from a ‘resource-intensive one into a fully sustainable one’ (UBS 2019, p. 5), the key actors identified as capable of achieving this fundamental change are entrepreneurs
whose innovations will be ‘fundamental to addressing the
problems and finding solutions for farmers, consumers, and
the environment’ (THRIVE 2020, p. 5). It is thus the ‘intersection of technology and entrepreneurship’ that will define
the future of food and agriculture (S2G Ventures 2020a, p. 2:
1701) and through which ‘agrifood can be transformed from
one of the leading causes of social and environmental harm
into the greatest regenerative solution’ (Astanor Ventures
2021, p. 3).
In short, in the agri-food tech investment discourse we
find a host of imaginaries of food futures that are ‘more
dreamlike and sweeter than anything that exists’ (Tsing
2000, p. 120) in the world of agriculture and food. In this
imaginary food future, the issues the current food system
is facing have been overcome through the combination of
innovative technologies and entrepreneurialism. These
techno-food future imaginaries entail sweeping narratives
of solutionism and ‘technological fixes’, where technological
innovations are presented as solutions to social and ecological crises, promising new eras of prosperity, freedom, and
equality (e.g. Huesemann and Huesemann 2011; Johnston
2018; Katzenbach 2021). This techno-fix, the strong faith
that technology adaption and entrepreneurialism will act as
‘saviors’, as necessary and functional solutions for social,
political, and cultural problems, represents a major narrative throughout the agri-food tech discourse. The technofix is, however, only one component of a rhetoric strategy.
It further combines with a strong belief in financial logics
and instruments as the best way to achieve these futures,
resulting in what Morgan identifies as a ‘techno-finance
fix’ (Morgan 2018). The imaginary food futures described
above are only one element within the ‘conjuring of capital’. They are complemented with additional ‘tangibilization’
work—the creation of convincing narratives about investment opportunities to attract the necessary capital for their
implementation.
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Techno‑finance fixes: investment opportunities
Given the urgency and planetary scale of the problem, how
can our food system be brought into this ‘clean’ and ‘sustainable’ future? How can the development of technologies
be afforded? As Morgan (2018, p. 9) writes, ‘over-hubristic
faith in technological solutions is not without its connections
to power and capital’. In the agri-food tech discourse, it is
precisely the problem—‘the food system is in crisis’—which
makes agri-food ripe for those disruptions that offer huge
investment opportunities. The dramatic spectacle of agrifood tech investment, we argue, includes an additional layer,
where, in the transition from crisis to future, skyrocketing
possibilities for profit making are lying idle for investors. In
the agri-food tech discourse we can thus identify a ‘technofinance fix’, which combines the dominance of a strong faith
in technologies and technological determinism of the techno
fix described above with a financial approach for addressing
these issues via the means and instruments of the increasingly financialized global economy. These two are not separate processes but rather in a ‘symbiotic and sometimes dialectical relationship operating under the conditions of global
capital’, and ‘[i]n their mutual enforcing of each other [they]
combine to a powerful narrative’ (Morgan 2018, p. 9).
The ‘finance fix’ unfolds as follows. In the early years of
agri-food tech development around 2010, agri-food tech was
described as an ‘underinvested space’, which was just being
discovered by investors. AgFunder, for instance, described
agri-food as ‘massively undercapitalized’ as investors were
disinterested and ‘didn’t see it as a sexy, viable space’
(AgFunder 2020b, May 12). This, in 2013, led to the founding of AgFunder, which was grounded in the assumption that
a better food and agriculture system was ‘being held back by
both a lack of investment and ultimately investor literacy’
(AgFunder 2020b, May 12). Similarly, Aaron Rudberg,
managing director of the venture capital firm S2G, stated
at the 2018 Agbioscience Innovation Summit that ‘with so
much disruption, everyone must be investing’. To his disappointment, however, food and agriculture had long remained
an underinvested sector relative to GDP: ‘The food and ag
industry is one of the largest in the world. Yet it doesn’t
receive the [equivalent] amount of venture capital’ (AgriNovus Indiana 2019, March 15). In the mid-2010s, however, it
was claimed this situation was starting to change with more
investors coming to the agtech investment space, ‘particularly the large corporates’ (AgriNovus Indiana 2019, March
15). Also Rob Leclerc and Melissa Tilney from AgFunder
stated in 2015, ‘[i]t’s taken a while, but investors and entrepreneurs have started to take notice’ as agri-food tech was
surpassing sectors such as fintech or cleantech (Leclerc and
Tilney 2015). Investments, it was claimed, were now on
‘an exponential growth path’, which was even ‘surprising
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traditional and long-established players’ (Monitor Deloitte
2016, p. 5).
More recently, the sector has been presented as having
matured to a certain extent, as AgFunder found in 2021:
‘It was exciting to see earlier-stage companies raise larger
rounds than the first wave of innovators’ (AgFunder 2021,
p. 8). At the same time, the venture capital firm is quick at
pointing out that this should not be interpreted as a sign
of slow down or less opportunities being available. In fact,
quite the opposite: ‘With talent moving from first wave companies to second, we expect the sector to accelerate rapidly’ (AgFunder 2021, p. 8). In other words, agri-food tech
is currently no longer presented as a ‘niche, experimental
and risky sector’. Instead, median deal-size growth is seen
as signaling ‘maturity of first wave innovation’ (AgFunder
2021, p. 8).
These assessments of the recently increasing investment
activities are further combined with the prospect of massive but still unexplored future market opportunities. For
instance, it is claimed that ‘[t]he need for agri-food tech
innovation is greater than ever’, which has created many
opportunities for entrepreneurs and technologists (AgFunder
2021, p. 54). Further, as UBS explains, until recently, ‘agriculture lagged all other industries in terms of disruption’.
Now, however, ‘this figure is set to spike’: ‘Given the vast,
untapped market and the rapid emergence of powerful
technologies, we expect food innovation to become a USD
700bn market by 2030—a fivefold jump from today’ (UBS
2019, p. 7). Lastly, there is reason for optimism, as ag and
food tech are ‘part of a huge industry [w]orth close to US$9
trillion, which is about 10% of global GDP’ (AgFunder
2020b, May 12).
In short, in the early years of the nascent agri-food tech
investment space, the finance fix consisted of a self-presentation of the sector as ‘under-invested’ and hence lucrative. With increasing investment activity recorded, the
observation that investments were taking off was then presented as giving reason to expect even greater opportunities
in the future. In the ‘finance fix’, there is thus a fine balance between providing evidence that ‘others have already
invested’ in order to increase the credibility and maturation
of the sector on the one hand, while convincing investors
that many investment opportunities have not been exploited
yet on the other.
The presentation of investment opportunities is further
rhetorically rationalized by two major and broader societal
trends, the ‘fundamentals’ that prove the case of agri-food
tech investments. First, a change in consumer preference is
identified as a ‘principal disruptive force’ of agri-food system change (UBS 2019, p. 5). Consumers are described as
becoming more concerned about the state of our food system
and its environmental impact, and increasingly demanding
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healthy, sustainable, local, socially conscious, and environmentally friendly foods (AgFunder 2020a, b, May 12).
Meeting these new and thus far unmet consumer demands
is presented as a massive opportunity for investors as they
cannot be achieved through the traditional methods of the
current food system.
A second major driver of food system transformation
identified is a greater societal shift towards sustainability, which, again, makes agri-food tech a good investment
opportunity as it matches both a societal trend and need. The
importance of sustainability is also more and more recognized by investors making the agri-food sector an attractive
addition to investors’ portfolios:
‘Institutional investors have increasingly adopted sustainability as a key performance indicator for their portfolio
companies. They’re starting to see the application of ESG
(environmental, social and governance principles) as a key
driver of operational efficiency, sustainability, and, perhaps
in the current climate and most importantly, resiliency.
[L]arge investors are seeing climate risk as a fundamental threat to their portfolios, and therefore their investors’
money. [I]mpact capital is beginning to flow into food and
agriculture like never before’ (AgFunder 2020a, August 8).
While both changing consumer behaviors and societal
values are translated into massive, yet unmet demands, technological advancements make these novel and innovative
solutions possible—while simultaneously offering possibilities for profit making themselves. Lastly, COVID-19 is presented as further reinforcing these two trends (S2G Ventures
2020a) as it ‘highlighted the importance of efficient supply
chains and alternative ways of growing, processing, transporting and selling food to consumers’ (AgFunder 2021, p.
3). The pandemic year of 2020 has been called ‘a blow-out
year’ for agri-food tech as startups raised another record
amount of capital (AgFunder 2021, p. 3).

The time for investment is now: the agri‑food tech
rush
Picking up on the argument of the ‘economy of appearances’, the ‘spectacle’ is often accompanied by an additional temporal component, which renders the scenario of
the spectacle even more pressing and urgent. As Li (2014,
p. 596) points out, dramatic shifts or narratives are used to
create ‘investment rushes’, alerting investors to the temporal
fugaciousness of the investment opportunity and trying to
convince them of the ‘why now?!’. This investment rush,
she writes, usually consists of establishing ‘a sudden, hyped
interest in a resource because of its newly enhanced value,
and the spectacular riches it promises to investors who get
into the business early. Hence the rush. Do it now before
others spot the value, and the profit margins decrease’ (Li
2014, p. 595).

As in the land rush of 2010, the construction of a ‘rush’—
the effort to provide a compelling argument as to why the
time for investment is now—is another prominent feature
of the agri-food tech discourse. We frequently find claims
suggesting that the ‘fourth agricultural revolution is already
on its way and you should invest now’ (Deloitte 2016, p. 5),
that ‘there is no better time to invest in food and agriculture
than now’ (UBS 2019, p. 5), or that ‘now is the time to invest
in agri food tech’ (AgFunder 2021, p. 3). As AgFunder’s
Yanniv Dorone explains in a webinar:
‘Now, as venture capitalists, the questions that we need
to ask [are]: is there an investable opportunity here? Is this
something that is going to end here? Or is it going to turn
into an even bigger direction? And so what we realize is that
right now, there is a perfect storm that [m]akes this market
a very interesting investment opportunity’ (AgFunder 2019,
December 5; own emphasis).
All components of the discourse analyzed so far—the
problematization, the spectacle of imaginary techno-food
futures, the ‘techno-finance fix’, and the agri-food tech
investment rush—are discursively produced and performed
during conferences and webinars, as well as made visually
‘tangible’ via the presentation of facts, figures, and graphs
in reports, presentations, newsletters, and on websites. In
all these settings, claims are rhetorically supported by using
a language of ‘disruption’, ‘revolution’, and ‘exceptionalism’, combined with what could be considered a variant of
‘statistical picturing’ (Demeritt 2001). Here, the credibility
and authority of visual representations, such as graphics,
diagrams, or tables, is used to provide ‘evidence’ for both
a certain argument, as well as the necessity or profitability of specific actions, in this case financial investment.
In AgFunder’s annual investment reports, for example,
the well-known ‘hockey stick’ graphs function as a visual
means to demonstrate the significance of the growth of the
agri-food technology sector (see Fig. 1). Similarly, the UBS
report uses graphic strategies to ‘depict’ estimated agri-food
tech investment opportunities, thereby making these opportunities visually perceptible and ‘real’ for potential investors
(see Fig. 2).

Doing good by doing food: the moral impetus
of agri‑food tech investment
Lastly, an important feature of the agri-food tech investment
discourse is its moral claim of providing ‘investment with
purpose’. This moral impetus is another parallel between
the agri-food tech discourse and the land rush discourse,
with similarities and differences in how morality is being
claimed for the respective investment contexts. As mentioned above, underlying ‘food logics’ serve as legitimizing
narratives in both discourses. Investments in land were often
morally justified by pointing to their necessary contribution
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Fig. 1  Visual illustration of agri-food tech investment growth (2012–2020) (AgFunder 2021, p. 11)

Fig. 2  Visual illustration of
investment opportunity (UBS
2019, p. 67)
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to counter future food insecurity in the light of population
growth, changing dietary habits, and the surge of biofuel
production. These underlying themes are equally present in
the agri-food tech discourse, where we can find a similar
narrative of agri-food investments fulfilling ‘basic needs’:
‘Our team has made this our life’s work because, you
know, what we’re doing is both meaningful and impactful.
And (agri-)food is interesting because it really sits at the
base of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. And when you can
strengthen that foundation, you get leverage to move economies and make societies more resilient’ (AgFunder 2020b,
August 8).
What sets the agri-food tech scene apart from the land
investment community is its more prominent claim of being
in the game for both ‘mission and profit’. While the ‘mission’
component has not been entirely absent in the land rush discourse, the land rush discourse has mostly been dominated
by the moral narratives of the ‘mainstream investors’ identified by Kish and Fairbairn (2018, p. 571), for who producing
economic value serves as a basis for moral claims-making
(see also Larder et al. 2015; Ouma 2020b; Sippel 2018).
In agri-food tech, the moral purpose of bringing about the
better ‘food futures’ depicted above—and thereby helping
to solve environmental issues, address climate change, and
bring about a more sustainable food system—appears as a
paramount ‘mission’ of agri-food tech investment also in the
mainstream discourse. Here, this mission and the necessity
of economic profitability are flawlessly blending: ‘From a
mission perspective, building a sustainable food system is
the right thing to do. From an investment perspective, we
believe it will continue to deliver profitable returns’ (S2G
Ventures 2020a, p. 2). ‘Doing good by doing food’, the
slogan of the Israeli incubator The Kitchen FoodTech Hub
(2021, February 18), or AgFunder’s aspiration ‘to solve big
problems with big market potential’ (Leclerc and Tilney
2015) further illustrate this unification of purpose and profit.
What is more, the ‘mission’ component is claimed to make
the difference between current investments in the sector and
its historical predecessors:
‘Historically, innovations like precision agriculture were
developed by businesses purely for commercial reasons.
But this time we can expect to see significant growth in the
scale and impact of social enterprises on all aspects of daily
life, fuelled by entrepreneurs with a desire to not just make
money but to also make a difference by investing for good’
(UBS 2019, p. 26).
In short, reflecting the financial culture of startups and
venture capital outlined above, the agri-food tech discourse
exhibits a strong morality where doing good and doing well
are not seen as opposing goals but rather smoothly go hand
in hand. There are no trade-offs between return and impact
as the more successful the investment, the more ‘moral
impact’ is to be expected.

Conclusion
The mushrooming agriculture and food tech scene has
recently received increasing attention in agri-food studies.
This paper has pointed to the financial component of the
emerging agri-food tech scene, and argued that it produces
discourses and imaginaries of food for finance. Rather than
being just one element of this emerging scene, we suggest
that the financial character is located at the heart of the
agri-food tech endeavor, making its analysis crucial for the
understanding of these most recent developments in agrifood. In other words, addressing the ‘financial culture’ of
startups and venture capital is key to understanding why the
proponents of the agri-food tech discourse construct food
in certain ways, and to adequately assessing the food future
imaginaries resulting from this discourse. Rather than being
novel or unique, we demonstrate that this discourse employs
specific narratives and follows rhetoric patterns that are quite
common within the financial culture of startups and venture capital. This, we have shown, includes a particular, and
often linear way of storytelling that starts with the construction of a ‘problem’ to which techno-financial ‘solutions’ are
then being promoted, followed by the creation of temporal
urgency and moral justifications. While some actors, such as
impact investors, more strongly emphasize the moral components within their discourse, we could find elements of
this core rhetorical figure with every actor we investigated
in our analysis. A crucial component within this discourse is
what we identified as a ‘techno-finance fix’, pointing to the
prevalence of faith in technological innovation and progress
combined with the use of financial rationales as appropriate
means to facilitate and catalyze the ‘fixing’ of sustainable
food future challenges. Within this logic, financial capital is reframed from being a cause of social and economic
issues to now being ‘part of the solution’ (Chiapello and
Knoll 2020, p. 17). The particular imaginaries of technofood futures that the agri-food tech scene envisions need
to be interpreted as fulfilling a dedicated function within
the ‘conjuring of capital’ for this new field of technology
development.
We want to conclude by pointing out two insights
resulting from our findings for the ambivalent interplay
between digitization as a ‘project’ and the notion of ‘everyday’ digitization (Forney and Dwiartama, this issue).
First, our paper illuminates the ambiguity between project
and everyday digitization as mutually relying on, as well
as concealing one another. Within the agri-food discourse
we investigated in this paper, the everyday, the mundane,
the messy, and the uncontrolled aspects of digital food
futures are largely absent. Nowhere in our data did we
learn about the ‘everyday’ of agri-food tech, be it its concrete applications, regional differences, challenges within
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specific situations, or farm level details. The agri-food
discourse sits at the ‘macro’ level, its playing field is the
globe, its aspirations are big and universal—it does not
know of nor require any concrete locations, materialities,
or fixations. This, we suggest, is no coincidence, as the
everyday struggles, setbacks, and failures arguably need
to be concealed within this discourse to make the project
of digitization work. Even more so, the complications of
the everyday are not only a hindrance to the digitization
project, but especially to its financial driving force. The
discursive construction of the digitization project lives off
the illusion it creates that hides and obscures the messiness
of the everyday as much as any other hint of uncertainty
or lack of control.
Second, if the food future imaginaries we identified in
this paper are indeed constructed for finance, what does
this mean for our everyday imaginaries of the future of
food, and the role that digitization can play within this?
How should we engage with the food future imaginaries
produced by the agri-food tech scene, which have arguably
already started to capture our collective imaginations of
how we envision the future of agri-food? Studying imaginaries allows us to become aware of the role and purpose
that imaginaries play within specific societal projects.
Imaginaries are never neutral but closely intertwined
with particular environmental or societal undertakings
and endeavors, as underlying implicit understandings or
explicit drivers of envisioned futures (Sippel and Visser
2021). If the imaginaries of food and food futures produced in the agri-food tech discourse are indeed financialized imaginaries, as we suggest in this paper, their main
objective is to attract capital to this new field of technology
development. Financialized imaginaries, in other words,
are geared towards envisioning future worlds in ways that
open them up to, and make them accessible to, financial
investment and its logics and return generating mechanisms. If such imaginaries become part of our ‘everyday
imagination’ of food futures, we need to be careful to not
misconstrue them as ‘realistic’ depictions of our future
world as their function first and foremost remains to raise
capital, and not to provide us with real-life, ‘everyday’
scenarios of what our food future will look like. Financialized imaginaries are part of the digitization project
and not of its everyday realization, and thus should not be
mistaken as such. By highlighting the possibilities, necessities, and constraints that the financial culture of venture
capital and startups forces on the discourse of the digital
agricultural ‘revolution’ (Rose, this issue), this paper has
emphasized the significant gap between the promises of
digitization as a revolutionary and disruptive project and
the realities that ‘everyday digitization’ holds for food and
agriculture today as well as in the future.
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